Activity-related postlesional vestibular reorganization.
The synaptic convergence patterns of semicircular canal and macular afferent nerve inputs onto second-order vestibular neurons reorganize in adult frogs after a change in the activity of vestibular nerve afferent fibers. Axotomized afferent nerve fibers become silent after a vestibular nerve lesion, and second-order vestibular target neurons become disfacilitated. These changes initiate an activity-related process that was studied in detail in vitro two months after a section of the ramus anterior (RA) of N. VIII. The postlesional reaction results in an expansion of signals, preferentially from intact, remaining afferent nerve fibers, but also from excitatory commissural and spinal ascending fibers. This process of expansion takes weeks, is graded in its extent, and reversible in case of a nerve regeneration, but is not competitive, i.e., the synaptic contacts from axotomized afferent nerve fibers are maintained without a change in their efficacy. Postlesional synaptic reorganization in the brainstem is restricted to the operated side, underlies the improved responsiveness of disfacilitated second-order vestibular neurons, but also their altered spatial response tuning. The functional consequences of this reorganization were studied in vivo two months after RA nerve section by recording abducens nerve responses during linear or angular accelerations. The vector orientations of best responses of the abducens nerve of chronic RA frogs evoked by linear or angular acceleration differed from the vector orientations of controls. In chronic RA frogs, linear acceleration evoked contralesional abducens nerve responses that originated from the utricle on the intact side and from the lagena, a vertical macular organ in frogs. Such an inadequate lagenar response component was absent in controls and in the ipsi-lesional abducens nerve of chronic RA frogs. Similar differences were detected in the direction of abducens nerve responses of chronic RA frogs during angular acceleration. Thus, compensatory vestibulo-ocular reflexes of chronic RA frogs became more symmetric in gain, but less precise in direction.